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Abstract
The objective of the study was to identify the perception of the service competitiveness by the bus
terminal users through a diagnosis for the detection of areas of opportunity or improvement. A nonprobabilistic sample of 384 users of the service were selected, who answered an instrument that had the
following sections: general information, external aspects related to the service, internal aspects related to
the transport and the performance of the personnel and aspects related to the destination route. The
procedure consisted in: determine information needs, define objectives and data sources, develop and
validate questionnaire, define sample, apply questionnaire, process and analyze information. The results
obtained regarding the perception of the users of the service were areas of improvement in the facilities,
performance of the personnel, overall performance of the self-service unit, among others. It is concluded
that there are areas for improvement in the different services provided to the user. Recommendations
include training staff, improving the image of physical infrastructure and complementary services, as
well as communication services such as the Internet and telephone access.
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Introduction
Tourism is a factor of expansion in the world that
shows a horizon of growth possibilities for the
coming years. According to the World Tourism
Organization (WTO), from 2000 to 2012
tourism grew at an annual average rate of 3.6%
in the world, based on the arrival of international
tourists. For Mexico, tourism represents one of
the main sources of foreign currency, generates
8.4 percent of GDP and more than 2.2 million
jobs. In the last 30 years, Mexico's performance
within the main international indicators has been
moderate compared to that of other countries
(Official Gazette of the Federation, 2013).
However, Mexico is now more competitive in
tourism, climbing 22 positions from 2013 to
2017, since it occupied position 44. It is
currently ranked 22 according to The Travel &
Tourism Competitiveness Report (2017).
The current changes and the growing
competition that characterize the tourism
markets of today, has forced tourism
destinations to make more efforts to increase
their competitiveness and may have greater
chances of success before the different offers of
competing destinations (Acerenza, 2009). To
achieve this, more planning and coordination
among the elements of the tourism system is
needed, which according to Boullón (2006) is
made up of: (a) tourism offer, (b) tourism
demand, (c) sale process, (d) ) tourist product,
(e) tourism plant and tourist attractions, (f)
infrastructure, (g) tourist superstructure, and (h)
tourist heritage. In the case of this study, the
focus will be on the infrastructure specifically in
transportation and the terminal itself.
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Among some of the objectives of the
Communications and Transport Sector Program
2013-2018 (National Development Plan 20132018) are (a) to develop a multimodal transport
and logistics infrastructure that generates
competitive costs, improves security and
promotes social development and economic
development, (b) have timely, efficient and safe
transportation logistics services that increase the
competitiveness and productivity of economic
activities, and (c) generate conditions for an
integral, agile, safe, sustainable and inclusive
mobility of people, that increases the quality of
life. The achievement of the above objectives
will favor regional development and tourism, as
well as detonate value activities where the
diverse actors, such as the government,
businessmen, service institutions, community
and stakeholders, are involved.
In an investigation carried out by Reyes
de Velasco and Gutiérrez (2010) whose main
objective was to describe the situation of the
tourist transport service in the Paraguaná
Peninsula, seen through the competent
governmental actors of both the tourist activity
and the transport service of said locality. In the
study two techniques were used, the observation
and the interview which were applied in the
scenarios where the informants were located,
this is the air, land and nautical terminals of the
Paraguaná Peninsula; as well as the tourist and
transport offices in each municipality. The
interview guide consisted of 15 items and the
observation guide transcribed the current state of
the transport infrastructure, based on the
regulations that govern it. The results obtained
were classified into positive aspects and aspects
to be improved. In relation to land transport,
modern facilities were found in the passenger
terminal, permanent training and awareness
chats to drivers in tourism and customer service,
increase in the number of transport service
providers and liaison with other agencies
depending on the efficiency and effectiveness of
the service.
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Tourist attention centers were deployed
in private and public transport terminals in the
area. Among the aspects to be improved are the
service to create a quality image for tourists,
transport units in poor condition and neglected,
increase tourist signage, motivate the formation
of tourist transport associations.
On the other hand, the positive results
found in the air transport were constant
improvements in the internal facilities and in the
air terminal, incorporation of tourist attention
modules, and an increase in national air
transport. Among the aspects to be improved are:
the image, since it is deteriorated and unpleasant
to the visitors because of the absence of green
areas and deterioration in the main façade, to
improve the technical and operational conditions
of the aircraft, insufficient infrastructure to
provide support to tourist activity, support
services and complementary to tourism, such as
improvements in the infrastructure of food and
beverage establishments. As far as water
transport is concerned, it was found to have an
excellent and strategic geographical location to
develop tourist routes and circuits, personnel
trained in tourism awareness and attention to
visitors, has the minimum conditions necessary
to be a tourist port that allows the access to
cruises. As areas for improvement, the following
were found: to promote greater maintenance in
the facilities, based on a better image for the
user; increase the arrival of cruise ships during
the year, extend transportation services that
allow connections to the airport, create a cruise
tourism school where human talent is prepared.
The
Mexican
Institute
for
Competitiveness A.C. (2016), analyzes through
120 variables the urban competitiveness index of
the 74 most important cities in the country,
which are made up of 367 municipalities. The
objective of the urban competitiveness index is
to measure the capacity of Mexican cities to
attract and retain talent and investment.
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The study carried out in 2016 showed
that the municipality of Cajeme, specifically its
municipal capital, Ciudad Obregón, was ranked
47th in the overall competitiveness index among
the 74 cities that make up the sample. Regarding
the subindex of law that evaluates public and
legal security, it occupies the 70th place; in
relation to the environment, this is the capacity
of cities to relate sustainably and responsibly
with natural resources and their environment,
was in place 52. In relation to society, this is the
quality of life of its inhabitants: education, health
and inclusion, occupies the 14th place. The
political subindex that measures the potential of
political systems to be stable and functional,
Ciudad Obregon was in place 33. Regarding the
government subindex, it ranked 32nd. The
economy is ranked number 30.
Regarding the sub-index of efficient
factor markets, which measures the efficiency of
the production factor markets, mainly the labor
and energy markets, it remained in the position
31. In the world-class precursor sectors, which
measure financial sectors, telecommunications
and transport was in place 60. Finally, in taking
advantage of international relations with which
the cities capitalize their ties with the outside to
raise their competitiveness was in place 48.
As can be seen, the place occupied by
Ciudad Obregón in the ranking of urban
competitiveness, which in some cases is not
satisfactory at all, according to the Mexican
Institute for Competitiveness (2016), the city
climbed 20 places in the ranking of the sub-index
between 2012 and 2014 (from position 50 to 30),
this due to the decrease in unemployment from 9
to 6%, the debt was reduced from 0.75 to 0.40%
of GDP, among others. The gap found implies a
great challenge for the region and for the parties
involved, however there is the capacity and
willingness of the same to improve performance
and competitiveness.
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Problem

Theoretical framework

Globally, there has been a growing interest in
researching and specifying the necessary
requirements to increase the competitiveness of
countries, regions and localities in general, and
of organizations and individuals in particular
(Berumen and Palacios, 2009). Combined with
competitiveness, there is a close relationship
with the quality of the service provided by a
grantor of the same be it public or private.

To establish a frame of reference that supports
the research carried out, it is necessary to present
some contributions made by different authors
about tourism, competitiveness, service, motor
transport and terminal.

Among the most common complaints of
users of the transport service in the terminals,
there are the following: total or partial loss of
luggage, overbooking of tickets, setbacks at the
destination, unexpected cancellations, and
setbacks in the departure time.
In the case of the Ciudad Obregón bus
terminal, there are no specific studies on the
opinion or perception of the users of the
transport terminal service. Therefore, the
following statement arises: What is the
perception of users about the competitiveness of
the service of a motor transport terminal?
Objective
Identify the perception of the competitiveness of
the service by the users of a motor transport
terminal through a diagnosis for the detection of
areas of opportunity or improvement.
Justification
The present investigation will allow us to know
what is the perception of the service of transport
users, in relation to the service, the performance
of the personnel, the facilities, among other
services. The results will serve as a framework
for action to address the areas of opportunity
detected and propose strategies to provide a
better service and to be more competitive. The
findings will contribute to the state of the art of
the subject under study, since in the region there
are no known studies related to the motor
transport terminal.
ISSN-2524-2083
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Tourism. Ascanio (2010) refers to
tourism as the set of all those processes, mainly
of an economic nature, that set in motion the
arrivals, stays and departures of tourists to and
from a specific community, region or state that
are directly related to them. . On the other hand,
De San Eugenio (2012) takes up the concept of
tourism of the World Tourism Organization
(WTO), which was translated from English to
Spanish by Governs and Go (2009) as: "the set
of activities of the people who travel and stay in
places other than their usual environment for a
period of time not exceeding one year, for
reasons of leisure, business and other tasks not
related to the exercise of a paid professional
activity in the place visited. Both concepts are
complementary and allow a new concept of
tourism, considering this as a set of processes,
activities in which tourists stay, transfers and
provision of services by various actors and allow
an economic benefit in communities, regions
and states.
Competitiveness. Veliyath and Zahra,
2000 (cited by Damareski, dos Anjos and
Garotti, 2013) mention that competitiveness is a
concept directly linked to globalization, since it
is evaluated both for companies and for nations,
having been established as a solution for various
social problems ranging from unemployment
and control of inflation, to the development of
localities. For Buendía (2013) after conducting a
study on competitiveness and the terms related
to it, he mentions that competitiveness consists
of participating adequately in the market,
through price or quality, and at the same time is
the ability to obtain a comparative advantage. .
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Velasco, Peñúñuri, Serrano and Gil
(2011), make reference to competitiveness
involves analyzing several concepts related to it
as they are: attitude, quality, value chain, skills,
costs, performance, differentiation, indicators,
innovation, productivity, added value and
competitive advantage. Regarding the attitude,
this is defined as the mental disposition of an
individual that influences his behavior, towards
a situation, person or objective; which manifests
itself in a relatively stable manner over time;
being able to be favorable or unfavorable. With
regard to quality, they mention that if a product
has the characteristics that meet the customer's
expectations or exceeds them, then it is of
quality.
The value chain is an instrument and
theoretical model that allows describing the
development of the activities of a business
organization to generate value to the final
customer (Verglú, 2013). Porter (2010)
mentions five generic categories of primary
activities to compete in an industrial sector:
entry logistics, operations, exit logistics,
marketing and sales, and service. In the category
of support activities are: acquisition,
technological development, human resource
management and organizational infrastructure.
With respect to the competences
Velasco, Peñúñuri, Serrano and Gil (2011), they
mention that one must bear in mind the capacity
and disposition that an individual has for
performance and for interpretation in a given
situation. At the same time it is said that a person
is competent if he has the knowledge, skills,
values and attitudes that allow him to act under
certain standards in a certain situation and have
a favorable effect in the environment in which it
develops.
In relation to costs, this is the monetary
value of the resources used in the production of
goods and / or provision of services, thereby
obtaining a future benefit, which means income
for profit-oriented companies.
ISSN-2524-2083
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Performance is defined by Guerra-López
(2007) as the achievements arising from
behavior, rather than the behavior itself. You can
also define performance as the result of an
activity or activities of individuals within an
organization, which impact their achievements,
those of an area, as well as the company in
general.
Differentiation is defined by Kerin,
Hartley and Rudelius (2014) as a marketing
strategy that implies that a company uses
different activities of the marketing mix to help
consumers perceive that the product is different
and better than those of the competition. .
The term indicator is defined by Münch
and Paredes (2015) as a measure of compliance
with the standard in a given period that allows
evaluating activities, as well as knowing the
current status of processes. For García (2010) the
indicators are not isolated figures, but they are
interrelated with each other, and to obtain a
better understanding of the information they
provide they must be grouped and constituted in
what is known as indicator systems.
For Alburquerque, 2008 (cited by Ponce,
2011) innovation is a key factor of
competitiveness, and this goes beyond just
introducing technological advances, it can also
be applied to procedures and methods of
enterprise organization, to the differentiation of
products (whether goods and services), the
organization of work and the valorization of
human resources, the anticipation of
technologies and techniques or the observation
of needs and markets.
Productivity, a key element of
competitiveness, is defined by Münch (2010) as
the relationship between the quantity of inputs
needed to produce a specific good or service and
the results obtained.
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Leppard and Molyneux, 2000 (cited by
García, 2016) mention that the added value of a
service is an effort to stand out, by which
companies provide something beyond their
transactions to customers. Therefore, it can be
said that the service provider wants to fulfill
beyond the expectations of the client; therefore,
it strives to make the customer feel how
important it is for the company.
For Kotler and Armstrong (2012) the
competitive advantage is an advantage over the
competitors which is gained by offering great
value to the client, either because they offer low
prices or providing more benefits that justify
high prices.
For everything described above, we must
emphasize that nowadays competitiveness is a
constant of great value and that it will last over
time; perhaps with new approaches, theories and
models that adapt to what nations, organizations,
as well as interested parties demand.
Service. Services are defined by Kerin,
Harley and Rudelius (2014) as the intangible
activities or benefits that an organization or
company provides to consumers, in exchange for
money or something more of value. The same
authors refer to the term customer service as the
logistics management capacity to satisfy users in
terms of time, seriousness, communication and
convenience. For Lamb, Hair and McDaniel
(2011) the service is the result of applying
human or mechanical efforts to people or
objects. These include an action, performance or
effort that cannot be physically possessed. For
the above described, it can be said that the
service is a performance that one party offers to
the other in exchange for money or something of
value.
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Autotransport. Regarding this term, the
Ministry of Communications and Transportation
(2015) refers to the term of federal passenger
motor carriers, such as the service for the
transportation of people that is regularly
provided on federal roads, with itineraries and
fixed routes, subject to schedules for the arrival
and departure of vehicles in authorized places
for the ascent, as well as for the descent of
passengers in terminals registered by the
Secretary. This type of service is classified as
luxury and executive, first class, economic and
mixed.
Terminals
The
Ministry
of
Communications and Transportation (2015)
refers to these as auxiliary facilities for the
passenger motor transport service, in which the
departure and arrival of buses for the ascent and
descent of travelers are carried out. Added to this
term are the passenger terminals in which permit
holders must have terminals of origin and
destination in accordance with the respective
regulations, for the ascent and descent of
passengers, prior authorization of land use by
state and municipal authorities.
Methodology
The research carried out is of a descriptive,
cross-sectional type, the non-experimental
design with a quantitative approach.
Subjects of study. The study subjects
are the users of the service of the different
passenger motor transport lines of the Bus
Station (Bus Terminal) of Ciudad Obregón,
Sonora. A total of 384 informants participated.
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Instruments. To know the perception
of the users of the service, a questionnaire was
used in which some of its sections were taken
from the study of Economic Indicators for the
Federal Passenger Autotransport of the Mexican
Institute of Transportation, by the authors
Moreno, De la Torre and Bustos (2012) and
adapted to the conditions of the motor transport
of Ciudad Obregón.
In the general information section, age,
gender, if you had a car for your personal use and
current occupation was requested. Regarding the
basic consultation section, it was essential to
know the bus line he traveled to, the place of
origin (where he started his trip), the number of
people accompanying him. In the section on
external aspects, the conditions of the bus
terminal were qualified, such as the sanitary
service, waiting room conditions, cafeteria
service, parking service, taxi service, sale of
souvenirs and gifts, service pharmacy, service of
magazines and newspapers, luggage storage
service, dispatch calls, access to bank tellers,
internet access, baggage handling, access to
telephone service, complaints and suggestions
mailbox, access for the disabled, ease of arrival
to the terminal and the security inside the
terminal. In this section, each of the aspects
described above was evaluated on a scale of very
good, good, fair, bad and very bad.
Regarding the internal aspects, the
section had reagents on the same scale as the
previous section and whose objective was to
evaluate the infrastructure of the line and the
performance of the counter staff. In the last
section, the performance of the unit during the
journey was evaluated, as well as the driver's.
Procedure. To carry out this study, the
steps proposed by Lamb, Hair and McDaniel
(2011) were analyzed, as well as the process
proposed by Kinnear and Taylor (1998), to
finally be as follows:
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1. Determine the information needs. In
order to carry out the research, it was necessary
to analyze the type of information required
related to indicators that would allow evaluating
through them the perception of the service
provided by the company under study.
2. Determine the objectives of
investigation. In order to initiate
investigation, it was necessary to determine
objectives and with this to comply with
research in development.

the
the
the
the

3. Define the primary and secondary
data sources. In order to obtain data in this
investigation, the user of the service provided by
the bus station in the region had to be considered,
as well as a bibliography that supported this
study.
4. Prepare the questionnaire. For the
elaboration of the instrument, a consultation was
first made to research conducted on the subject,
as well as the analysis of questionnaires already
used by researchers, to finally take as reference
the Moreno, De la Torre and Bustos (2012) and
make the relevant adjustments for the project
under study.
5. Validate instrument. Once the
instrument was designed, it was validated by
experts in the subject.
6. Define the sample. The type of
sampling that was carried out was nonprobabilistic and of convenience, where the
collaboration of the informants was requested
considering their availability to participate in the
application of the questionnaire.
7. Apply the questionnaires. The
questionnaires were applied to the selected
sample.
8. Review each of the questionnaires
applied to verify that the information provided is
complete and consistent.
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9. Capture and process information in
the SPSS statistical package. The Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version
21 was used

Bus line

Tufesa

23.7%

10. Analyze data. Once the data was
processed, tables and graphs were generated that
allowed the understanding of the data in SPSS.

Tap

17.4%

Norte de Sinaloa

12.2%

Mayitos

15.1%

Estrella Blanca

7.3%

Albatros

4.2%

Tap

3.9%

Élite

4.4%

Estrellas del Pacífico

5.5%

Turi Star

3.1%

Other

2.3 %

No answer

0.9 %

11. Identify the perception of service
users.

Users

Results
Below are the results that allow meeting the
objective set:
(a)
General
service users

information

about

Of the total of people surveyed, 55.5%
belong to the male sex, and 44.5% to the female
sex. Regarding whether they had their own car
for personal use, 78.6% do not have a car and
21.4% do not have a car.
In terms of occupation, 54.7% corresponds
to students, followed by professionals and
technicians with 16.4%, housewives with 9.9%,
retirees and pensioners represented by 6.8%,
government employees correspond to 6.5 %,
business owners 3.1%, employee of the private
initiative 1.6% and others, represented by 1%.
(b) Basic Information
This section describes basic aspects
regarding the bus line used, who you travel with
and the number of people who accompany you.
Table 1 shows the findings regarding the bus line
used.
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Total

100.0%

Own elaboration
Table 1 Bus line used

Regarding the number of people
accompanying the user and with whom they
travel, it was found that 48.4% of the informants
travel alone, 16.7% with their partner, 24% are
accompanied by their family, 3% with coworkers , 7.3% with friends, in group 0.3%, and
in the others category 0.3%.
(c) External aspects related to the
service
This section describes the external
aspects related to the services offered at the bus
station such as the toilets, waiting room,
cafeteria, taxi services, luggage, and parking,
among others. Table 2 shows the research
findings in this regard.
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Services
WC

Findings
15.9% Very bad
53.6% Bad
20.6% Regular
5.2% Good
1.6 % Very good
3.1% No answer

Waiting
room

13.0 % Very bad
57.3% Bad
19.3% Regular
2.3% Good
0.3% Very good
7.8% No answer
2.9% Very bad
4.7% Bad
15.9% Regular
3.1% Good
1.3% Very good
72.1% No answer
0.5% Very bad
4.2% Bad
14.6 % Regular
13.3% Good
3.1% Very good
64.3% No answer
4.7 % Very bad
10.2% Bad
11.2 % Regular
2.1 % Good
0.8 % Very good
71.0 % No answer
2.6% Very bad
6.3% Bad
21.9% Regular
3.4 % Good
1.6% Very good
64.2 % No answer
2.6% Very bad
3.1% Bad
12.0 % Regular
6.5 % Good
0.3% Very good
75.5% No answer
5.2% Very bad
36.5% Bad
25.3% Regular
9.4% Good
1.6% Very good
22.0% No answer
6.5% Very bad
46.1% Bad
21.4% Regular
10.4% Good
2.1% Very good
13.5% No answer
2.1% Very bad
3.9% Bad
13.0% Regular
10.4% Good
2.9 % Very good
67.7 % No answer
3.1% Very bad
7.0% Bad
14.6% Regular
9.4% Good
0.8% Very good
65.1% No answer
3.9% Very bad
5.2% Bad
18.0 % Regular
7.3% Good
0.8% Very good
64.8% No answer
3.6% Very bad
8.6% Bad
14.1% Regular
3.4 %Good
0.5% Very good
69.8% No answer
8.1% Very bad
10.9% Bad
18.0% Regular
1.8% Good
0.5 % Very good
60.7% No answer

Cafeteria

Parking

Taxis

Souvenirs
and gifts
store

Pharmacy

Luggage
storage

Paging
service

Internet

Luggage
Carrying

Telephone

Access for
the disabled

Easy access
to the bus
station

(d) Internal aspects related
transportation and staff performance

to

Table 3 shows the results on the
evaluation by the user on the aspects of
modernity and maintenance of the unit. Table 4
shows the evaluation of staff performance
Criteria
Modernity

Findings
4.4% Very bad
21.6% Bad
10.2% Regular
0.3% Good
1.8% Very good
61.7% No answer
3.4% Very bad
10.4% Bad
11.7% Regular
2.1% Good
0.3% Very good
72.1% No answer
18.8% Very bad
61.2% Bad
15.9% Regular
1.8% Good
0.3% Very good
2.0% No answer

Maintenance

Performance

Own elaboration
Table 3 Evaluation on internal aspects of modernity and
maintenance of the unit.
Criteria
Performance of the
counter staff when buying
the ticket.

Attitude of the counter
staff

Schedules

Information
route

about

the

Information about extra
costs for excess baggage

Speed of attention
received

Findings
16.1% Very bad
57.0% Bad
22.9% Regular
2.1% Good
0.0% Very good
1.8% No answer
5.5% Very bad
13.0% Bad
18.0% Regular
0.8% Good
0.0% Very good
62.7% No answer

3.9% Very bad
10.4% Bad
12.8% Regular
6.3% Good
0.0% Very good
66.6% No answer
5.7% Very bad
7.3% Bad
20.3% Regular
2.6% Good
0.5% Very Good
63.6% No answer
5.7% Very bad
37.0% Bad
26.3% Regular
6.3% Good
1.6% Very Good
23.1% No answer
4.9% Very bad
14.1% Bad
14.6% Regular
2.6% Good
0.0% Very Good
63.8% No answer

Own elaboration
Table 4 Evaluation of staff performance

Own elaboration
Table 2 External aspects related to the service
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(e) Aspects related to the route to the
destination
In this section the results presented are
related to the evaluation made by the user,
regarding the performance of both the bus and its
staff during their journey to the destination. The
results are presented in the Table 5.
Criteria
Neatness of
the bus

Access to the
bus

WC

Access to
coffee and /
or water on
board the bus

Box lunch

Driving

Criteria
Attitude of
the driver

Air
conditioning
and / or
heating of
the unit
Baggage
handling

Findings
24.7% Very bad
56.0% Bad
14.1% Regular
3.1% Good
0.5% Very good
1.6% No answer
7.8% Very bad
23.4% Bad
14.8% Regular
1.0 % Good
0.0 % Very good
53% No answer
13.3% Very bad
49.2% Bad
15.1% Regular
9.1% Good
2.6 % Very good
10.7% No answer
2.1% Very bad
4.7 % Bad
8.6 % Regular
9.4 % Good
2.3% Very good
72.9% No answer
2.9 % Very bad
6.8 % Bad
9.6 % Regular
7.0 % Good
0.3 % Very good
73.4% No answer
11.2 % Very bad
11.5 % Bad
16.1 % Regular
2.9 % Good
0.0 % Very good
58.3 % No answer

Findings
28.4 % Very bad
37.2% Bad
13.0 % Regular
2.6 % Good
0.3 % Very Good
18.5 % No answer
24.0 % Very bad
57.8 % Bad
9.4% Regular
3.9% Good
1.3% Very good
3.6% No answer
8.4% Very bad
18.0 % Bad
14.3 % Regular
1.8 % Good
0.5 % Very good
57.0% No answer

Own elaboration
Table 5 Evaluation of bus and staff performance during
the trip to the destination
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When performing an analysis of the
findings described above, it can be observed that
four are the most commonly used lines of motor
transport in the region by the service users:
Tufesa, Tap, Mayitos and Norte de Sinaloa.
In the external aspects related to the
service offered at the bus station, a critical point
that requires attention is the health services since
as shown in the table, 56.3% said they were bad
and 20.6% said they considered it regular and
only 15.9% that was very bad, compared to the
waiting room, 57.3% said that the conditions
were bad, in addition to the luggage storage, as
well as the paging service.
In the internal aspects was found the need
to pay attention to the general performance of the
motor transport unit, since 61.2% considered it
bad, as well as modernizing some units.
Regarding the evaluation made by the users of
the performance of the counter staff, 57% said
that their performance was bad, so they also
found attitude problems. Another aspect in
which attention should be paid is in the
information provided regarding the route, of the
extra costs on excess baggage.
The results of the evaluation of the users
regarding the performance of the bus and the
personnel during the journey, it can be seen that
56% considered the cleaning of the unit bad,
49.2% mentioned that the conditions of the WC
were bad. Regarding the driver's driving
performance, he was in the regular category with
16.1%, 11.5% mentioned that he was bad and
11.2% very bad.
In relation to the attitude of the driver
37.2% said it was bad, 28.4% very bad and 13%
that was regular. Another aspect that must be
mentioned is the air conditioning and / or heating
of the unit since 57.8% said it was bad and 24%
very bad.
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In other aspects such as the speed of the
attention received, the cafeteria, parking, taxi
service, ease of access to the terminal, souvenirs,
Internet, telephone access, were evaluated by the
user in the regular category.
Comparing the results of this study with
the research carried out by Reyes de Velasco and
Gutiérrez (2010), in both cases the service
provided to the user is important since it may
affect the image perceived by the tourist who
visits the city for the first time. . Another aspect
that was found of similarity is the maintenance
and performance of the unit.
By performing an analysis of the theory
described with the results obtained in the present
investigation, it can be corroborated that for a
service provider organization to obtain customer
satisfaction and at a given moment its preference
for products and / or services, it must be seen as
an integral system the performance of the
personnel in the position according to their
competences, as well as the attitude shown; the
competitive advantage, the value chain of its
activities, the added value to its services, as well
as the tangible and intangible aspects thereof.
Conclusions
Below are a series of conclusions based on the
results presented, which allow to comply with
the stated objective:
 The
perception
about
the
competitiveness of the service by users
of the bus terminal in some aspects
evaluated, was not entirely satisfactory;
particularly in the health services of both
the bus station and the motor transport
unit; as well as the conditions of the
waiting room and the exit paging service.
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 Users considered the performance of the
counter staff to be deficient in relation to
the information provided on the route
and the excess baggage costs, among
others; as well as the attitude and
attention of the same.
 The general conditions of the motor
transport
unit
were
considered
inadequate in relation to cleaning, air
conditioning and / or heating, modernity.
 The attitude of the driver of the unit was
considered inadequate by the users of the
service.
Among the limitations of the study are
the following:
 The presented results cannot be
generalized, since on the one hand the
sample is not probabilistic, on the other,
in some of the reagents the informants
did not respond, either because they did
not use the service, or they were not
presented with any type of situation or
need of them.
Among the proposed recommendations
are the following:
 Train the personnel of the motor
transport terminal, as well as the
operators of the unit in aspects related to
the quality in the service to the client, as
well as in areas that allow to improve
their performance and be more
competitive in their jobs.
 Improve the image of the power plant, in
relation to the physical infrastructure.
 Give general maintenance to the motor
transport units.
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 Improve the conditions of the sanitary
service, waiting room, exit paging
service and luggage storage of the bus
station.
 Address flaws in Internet service, as well
as dial-up.
 Be more efficient in providing a faster
service.
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Introduction
Therefore, this investigation was carried out for
the purpose of changing the taxpayer's fiscal
situation to comply with the regulations of the
Financial Information Standards, tax laws,
miscellaneous resolutions and with additional
effects of internal control for its best
administration of the inflows and outflows of the
cash flow carried out by the organization, of each
of the operations carried out, as well as the
fulfillment of the electronic invoicing, of the
income and expenses that form the electronic
accounting, the payment of the contributions that
it has as obligation as mentioned in the Magna
Carta and other laws.
In the Mixteca region where the taxpayer
is established as a MSME is a family caraceter
who is aware beforehand of a continuous
improvement of his administration that will be
applied and will carry a proposal of control of
operations in accounting and tax matters for
compliance with the taxes.

This investigation will serve to register in
practice our accounting and fiscal skills obtained
from the Technological University of Izúcar de
Matamoros, Puebla, which will thoroughly
analyze the accounting of a natural person who
is taxed in the General Law Regime and with the
new fiscal dispositions that we are responsible
for complying with the obligations in a timely
manner so as not to be sanctioned or be creditor
to requirements to fines by the competent
authority.
Problem
With respect to the analysis of this research work
that is currently carried out in this organization,
four problems that affect the daily operation
have been observed, and therefore, the following
is intended to be solved:

Justification

1. The first observation of the dock service
organization is the discipline of internal
administrative control that the owner
does not have the notion of cash flow
entries, the service it provides and the
products for its acquisition.

The present research work is of great interest to
the students of the Technological University of
Izucar de Matamoros and entrepreneurs of the
Mixtec region and to the public in general, that
at present the organizations can determine the
failure or success of the organizations. Within
the MSMEs, it is intended to provide good
quality service and fulfillment of fiscal
obligations, and the administration and control
of cash inflows and outflows.

2. Second observation; service of moral
springs does not have an internal control
of the products and services they
provide, as an organization and that there
is only one person who controls the
situation of the collection of billing of all
expenses, as well as the payment of each
of they with the purpose of deductibility
or to obtain information in time and form
for the calculation of taxes.
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3. The third observation is that it does not
have a fiscal accounting system, which
as a company and is a consequence of the
first case, the information collected by
the owner had a problem in ordering the
expenses that are not part of its
deductibility in the month in question, in
which the person in charge of the
determination of taxes is very difficult
equate the expenses recorded with the
relationship of the providers for purposes
of the Informative delectación of
Operations with Third Parties (DIOT)
4. The fourth and fundamental observation
by the organization, that this is derived,
high ISR tax, by the owner (Service
Springs), this makes it difficult for the
payment in which the obligations are not
settled in time and form , consequently
they are creditors to the fiscal
requirements on the part of the SAT and
the Secretary of Finances and
Administration, of the State of Puebla
Hypothesis
Internal control, a determining factor to comply
with the regime of business and professional
activity, General Law of Individuals (Regimen
General de Ley de personas físicas)
Objectives
General objective
That the taxpayers must have a tax-accounting
information system that contributes to the
fulfillment of their fiscal obligations in time and
form of the taxes of the Business and
Professional Activity Regime.
Specific objectives
 Accounting record applying the
Financial and Fiscal Information
Standards
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 Organize the financial information
system that allows the physical person an
effective control of their income, costs
and expenses.
 Identify tax obligations based on the tax
regime under which taxes are paid.
Theoretical framework
This analysis was carried out when some
anomalies were detected that did not comply
with the basic postulates of the registry of
operations of income and expenses that are part
of the organization. In NIF Bulletin A-2, the 8
basic postulates of the same are located, which
are the fundamental theoretical concepts that
relate means and ends, that is, particular norms
and objectives of financial information:
1. Economic substance: This postulate
requires the capture of the economic
essence in the delimitation and operation
of the accounting information system.
2. Economic entity: It is the identifiable
unit that carries out economic activities
and is constituted by combinations of
human, material and financial resources
(integrated set of economic activities and
resources).
3. Ongoing business: This postulate deals
with the permanent existence of the
economic entity within an unlimited time
horizon, unless proven otherwise.
4. Accounting Accrual: These are the
effects derived from the transactions
carried out by the economic entity with
other entities, from the internal
transformations and other events that
have affected it economically, which
must be accounted for in their entirety, at
the moment which occur, regardless of
the date when they are considered for
accounting purposes.
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5. Association of costs and expenses with
income: The costs and expenses of an
entity must be identified with the income
generated in the same period, regardless
of the date they are made.
6. Valuation: The financial effects derived
from
transactions,
internal
transformations and other events, which
affect the entity economically, must be
quantified in monetary terms, taking into
account the attributes of the item to be
valued.
7. Economic Duality: The financial
statements incorporate items that
represent the economic resources of the
entity on the one hand and the sources of
those resources, on the other.
8. Consistency: This basic postulate states
that operations that affect an economic
entity must have an equal accounting
treatment
The basic postulates is the essence of the
accounting records of the operations performed
by the MSMEs that it must comply with, which
is currently being taxed in the business and
professional activity regime.
Accounting is the technique that helps us
to record, in monetary terms, all the accounting
operations that the company celebrates, also
providing the means to implement a control that
allows obtaining accurate and timely
information through the financial statements, as
well as a correct interpretation of them. (alvarez,
2013)

Enterprise
The word company comes from the word
"empreder", that is to say to start something to
start a set of activities aimed at a specific and
predetermined purpose, the company is defined
as an economic organization that produces or
distributes goods or services for the market, with
the purpose to obtain benefits for their owners
(Administration of Small and Medium
Enterprises, Mercado H. Salvador)
It is the unit that carries out economic
activities (trade or production, extraction or
production, extraction or reproduction of goods
and services), coordinating material and human
resources (administrative and fiscal accounting
dictionary López José Isauro)
Types of company according to their size
1. Microenterprise: are those that have up
to 10 employees and are usually
individually owned, their owner usually
works in this and their billing complies
with tax requirements and accounting
regulations.
2. Small businesses: they have between 11
and 49 workers, they aim to be profitable
and independent, they do not have a high
specialization in work, their activity is
not capital intensive and their financial
resources are limited.
3. Medium-sized companies: those that
have between 50 and 250 workers,
usually have areas whose functions and
responsibilities are limited.
4. Large companies: those that have more
than 250 workers, generally have their
own facilities, the service they provide is
found at a high level in the service by
their workers. In addition, these
companies
have
possibilities
of
accessing loans and important credits.
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In the Official Gazette of the Federation
dated March 30, 1999, the classification was
published, assigned by the Secretary of
Economy
and
Industrial
Development
(SECOFI), today known by the Ministry of
Economy, the Ministry of Finance and Public
Credit (SHCP) , the Ministry of Labor and Social
Security (STPS), Nacional Financiera (NAFIN)
and the National Bank of Foreign Trade.

1. Commercial companies, are those that
make up their products or merchandise to
resell them with a certain margin of
profit or benefit can be specified in:
a) Wholesalers; are those that make
large-scale sales to other companies,
both wholesale and retail.

Definition of small and medium enterprises
according to secofi today secretary of economy (se)

b) Retail: are those that sell a product
both in large quantities and per unit,
either for resale or for the use of the
final consumer

Dais

c) Retail: are those that sell products in
small quantities to the final consumer

Number of workers
Industry

Commerce

Service

Micro

Up to 30

Up to 5

Up to 20

Small

From 31 to
100

From 6 to 20

From 21
to 50

Medium

From 101 to
500

From 21 to
100

From 51
to 100

Large

Over 500

Over 100

Over 100

Table 1

When comparing the statistics of
companies from different countries during a
given period of study, there is great confusion as
to their classification but in general they are
called MSMEs to all micro, small and medium
enterprises or companies that are not large
corporate business, understood as those with
more than 100 or 500 employees. (AGUILAR,
PRIMERA 2016)
Types of companies
The author of the book dos dos Sastrías
Fraudenberg Marcos discloses an extensive
perspective of the different types of companies
and their classification according to the turn are
classified as follows:
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d) Agents: are those who are engaged in
selling goods that producers give on
consignment, in percentage for this
function a profit or commission.
2. Industrial Companies: Are those that
start from raw materials, process them
and obtain finished products for sale.
This in turn are classified in:
a) Extractive: are those that are
dedicated to the extraction of
natural
resources
whether
renewable or non-renewable.
b) Manufacturing: are those that
transform raw materials into
finished products and can be of
two types:
 Companies that produce
final consumer goods
 Companies that produce
production goods
c) Farming: its function is the
exploitation of agriculture and
livestock.
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3. Service Companies, which provide a
social service to the community, such as
transportation, telephones, schools,
banks, among others
4. Companies with Specialized Activities,
such as agricultural, livestock, fishing,
cultural, sports, cooperatives and other.
According to their size they are classified in:
Microenterprise: it is a small company, its
definition varies according to each country,
although, in general, it can be said that a
microenterprise has a maximum of ten
employees and a limited turnover, on the other
hand, the owners of the microenterprise usually
work in it Their capital, number of workers and
their income are only established in a very
personal amount. These are companies that have
no significant impact on the market (they do not
sell in large volumes) and whose activities do not
require large sums of capital (instead, labor is
predominant). This kind of companies have a
great importance in the economic life of a
country, especially for the most vulnerable
sectors from the economic point of view
Family business: it is a new type of
exploitation where the family is the engine of the
business becoming a productive unit. The
companies in their entirety are often created by
the need to obtain an income for the survival of
the family or to face certain risks or expenses. Of
which are not scheduled to develop but to meet
the needs of their promoters.

Small: The small company is an
independent entity, created to be profitable that
does not predominate in the industry to which it
belongs, whose annual sale in values does not
exceed a certain limit and the number of people
that form it does not exceed a certain limit and
like any company, it wishes to obtain material
goods and technical and financial capacities, all
of which allows it to dedicate itself to the
production, transformation and presentation of
services to satisfy certain needs and desires
existing in society.
Medium: The medium company is that
economic unit with the opportunity to develop
its competitiveness based on the improvement of
its organization and processes, as well as
improving its business ability. This type of
companies involved several hundred people and
in some cases up to thousands, who usually have
a union, there are well defined areas with
responsibilities and functions, which has
automated systems and procedures for the
benefit of the organization.
Large. They are characterized by capital
improvements and large financing, usually have
their own facilities, their sales of several million
dollars, has thousands of employees and
unionized trust, have a management system and
operation closely at the forefront and can obtain
lines of credit and loans with national and
international financial institutions.
The Secretary of Economy (SE) in his lexicon
defines it as
Societies of people; are those in which the four
elements that make up the principal are the staff,
that is, the third parties that contract with society,
are interested in the personality, honesty,
prestige, among others, of the partners, such is
the case of the society in collective name.
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That they are constituted under a social
name, which consists of the set of words and
characters that make up the name of a society or
association, that allow to individualize it and
distinguish them from others, without
considering its legal regime, species or modality.
It is the name that a moral person is given and
that identifies it for all legal aspects. The
company name is integrated by the last name of
one or several partners.
A mercantile society: They are assigned
their own legal personality, the law considers
them different from the individuals that form and
constitute moral persons. The companies have
domicile, end-of-term assets, rights and
obligations different from those of their
members. The patrimony is formed by the
contributions of the partners that can be in cash
or in kind. (Machinery, real estate, patents,
rights). In addition a name, company name and
is formed with the name of one or several
partners, denomination if it is name of
imagination.
LEGAL CONSTITUTION
COMPANY

Physical
person

Legal
person

• A single owner
• Tradename
• Individual
Economic Unit

• Several Owners
•Business name
•Civil Companies in
joint ventures

Figure 1 (Own Elaboration)
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SCOPE, OBJECTIVITY AND
PURPOSE

EMPRESA

Private

Public

• Private sector;
private initiative
• Lucrative; get profits
• For owners; workers
and fisco

• Public sector;
public initiative
• Nonprofits:
Obtaining
Returns and
Benefits
• For society in
general, as the
case may be

Figure 2 (Own Elaboration)

This research project aims to comply
with the registration of deposits and
expenditures made by the organization, applying
the bank reconciliation of each transaction of the
withdrawals and deposits of customers and
suppliers with the goal of contributing to public
spending.
Concept of bank reconciliation: the bank
account records the increases and decreases in
cash deposited in financial system institutions,
so it is clear that the company must open a
checking account. NIF C-1
It is a comparison of the accounting
records of the auxiliary book (auxiliary of the
Company) with the records of the bank
(auxiliary banks) of the company. Applying the
valuation rules, presentation that establishes it in
the Financial Information Standards C-1, in the
statement of financial position
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To carry out the process of bank
reconciliation is essential for the accounting
process of the organization that leads to record
the income and expenses issued and received
(electronic invoice)
Through the use and application of the
knowledge of logar to keep a good control of the
operations or mercantile transactions of which
they must check and order the accounts for the
good management of the administration that
provide the framework of the financial
information standards, legal and fiscal
compliance with the technical methods and
accounting procedures in order to keep a correct
accounting in logical order for decision making.
Accounting is the technique that helps us
to record, in monetary terms, all the accounting
operations that the company celebrates, also
providing the means to implement a control that
allows obtaining accurate and timely
information through the financial statements, as
well as a correct interpretation of them. (raul
niño alvarez, intermediate accounting, ESCA,
IPN, trillas, Mexico, p.12).
Electronic accounting, defined as the
accounting operation model that allows
replacing accounting records on paper, books
and pre-foliated loose sheets stamped by the
digital seal, by accounting files generated and
stored in digital format.
Financial accounting: Its objective is to
present financial information of purposes or
general uses for the benefit of the management
of the company, its owners or partners and
external stakeholders in knowing the financial
situation of the entity, this accounting includes
preparing and presenting financial statements for
audiences or external uses
Administrative accounting: This tool is
oriented towards the administrative aspects of
the company and its reports do not go beyond the
company, that is, it is strictly internal.
ISSN-2524-2083
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Administrators and owners use it to judge
and evaluate the development of the entity in
light of the policies, goals or objectives preestablished by the management of the company.
These reports allow comparing the past of the
company with the present and through the
application of tool or elements of control,
anticipate and plan their future.
Fiscal Accounting: This branch includes
the registration and preparation of reports to file
returns and pay taxes. It is important to note that
due to the differences between tax laws and
accounting principles, financial accounting
sometimes differs from fiscal accounting,
although the company must have an internal
financial accounting system and, in the same
way, establishes an adequate record fiscal.
Requirements of electronic accounting
The Fiscal Code of the Federation indicates that
the records and accounting entries will have to
fulfill the following requirements and, therefore,
the program must be able to issue an electronic
accounting for Physical or Moral Persons
generating the XML regardless of the system in
question. The requirements will be:


The records or entries that make up the
accounting will be kept in electronic
media as established in the Regulations
of this Code and the general provisions
issued by the Tax Administration
Service.



They will enter their accounting
information monthly through the Internet
page of the Tax Administration Service.



Carry out the recording of the accounting
entries at the latest within five days
following the completion of the
operation, act or activity. (This rule does
not apply, but will be within the month
following the operation)
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The records or accounting entries must
be established by cost center, identifying
the operations, acts or activities of each
branch or establishment, including those
that are located abroad.
Taxpayers must submit to the SAT or the
PAC, the CFDI, no later than twenty-four
hours after the operation, act or activity
from which the obligation to issue it took
place.
Allow the identification of each
operation, act or activity and its
characteristics, relating them to the folios
assigned to the tax receipts or to the
supporting documentation, in such a way
that the form of payment, the different
contributions, fees and quotas can be
identified, including those operations,
acts or activities for which contributions
must not be paid, according to the
operation, act or activity in question.

Subjects required to maintain electronic
accounting

Taxpayers who are obligated
Individuals: including non-profit legal entities
Individuals: with business activity,
professional activities with income over two
million pesos and leasing (as long as they do not
use the My Accounts application).
Documentation or information to send for
electronic accounting
In accordance with the provisions of the Second
Resolution
of
Modifications
to
the
Miscellaneous Fiscal Resolution for 2014 in
Rule I.2.8.6, taxpayers must keep the
Accounting in electronic systems with the ability
to generate XML format files that contain:


Catalog of accounts used in the period, to
which must be added a field with the
grouping code established in Annex 24,
sections A and B of the Second
Resolution of Modifications.



Checking balance that includes initial
balances, movements of the period and
final balances of each and every one of
the accounts of assets, liabilities, capital,
results (income, costs, expenses) and
memorandum accounts. In the case of the
closing of the fiscal year, the information
of the adjustments that are recorded for
tax purposes must be included.



The accounting policies, including the
detail per transaction. In each policy it
must be possible to distinguish the
Digital Fiscal Vouchers (CFDI), which
support the operation; It should also be
possible to identify taxes, and in
transactions related to a third party, the
Federal Taxpayers Registry (RFC) of the
latter should be included.

Taxpayers who are not obligated
Legal persons: The Federation, federative
entities, municipalities, labor unions, entities of
the parastatal public administration, are not
obliged to keep electronic accounting, except
when they carry out business activities. The
societies, civil associations and trusts authorized
to receive deductible donations (authorized
donees) that have received income in an amount
equal to or less than two million pesos and
religious associations as long as they record their
operations in My accounts.
Individuals:
Salaried
individuals.
Taxpayers of the Leasing Regime, Professional
Services with income not exceeding two million
pesos (fees) and Tax Incorporation, as long as
they record their operations in My Accounts.
Individuals who obtain interest income or
sporadic income as prizes and sale of goods.
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Information on the policies generated,
including the detail by transaction,
account, sub-account and item, as well as
their assistants. In each policy it should
be possible to distinguish the Digital Tax
Receipts (CFDI) that support the
operation, it must also be possible to
identify the taxes with the different fees
and activities for which you do not have
to pay the tax. Transactions related to a
third party must include its RFC,
according to Annex 24, section D.

Trial Balance
The check balance is a list of all the balances,
debtors and creditors of all accounts of the major
to check the equality, adding them in separate
columns; this is so because accounting based on
the double entry derives its name from the fact
that the registration of any transaction requires
the entry of debits and credits of an operation
that total the same amount, it is obvious that the
total of debits of all accounts must be equal to
the total of credits.
Check scale in XML
In the case of legal entities and individuals, it
will be sent within:
 The first 3
respectively,

or

5

working

days

 The second month after which the
information corresponds and so on.
 The taxpayers that quote on the Stock
Exchange will send their monthly files
within the first 3 business days, to the
second month after the corresponding
quarter.

 The legal entities and individuals of the
Primary Sector who chose to file their
returns every six months, may send their
monthly files within the first 3 and 5
working days, respectively, to the second
month after the corresponding semester..
Catalog of accounts
It is the document that is part of Accounting and
that contains an ordered and systematic
analytical list of the accounts that comprise it.
The catalog of accounts is also
considered as an important tool for the capture
of accounting records, to the extent that when
analyzing it, the user can get an idea of the
company's turn.
This regime is focused on the physical
persons who carry out business activity, referred
to in section I, chapter II, title IV of the LISR
Law on Income Tax
In this regime you have the obligation to
pay the following taxes.
 Income Tax
 Value Added Tax
In addition to complying with the
aforementioned taxes, you must comply with the
following tax resolution obligations:
1. Register in the RFC
2. Maintain accounting, which includes all
documents of a fiscal nature and must be
kept for a period of five years, according
to article 28, 29, 29 A CFF.
3. Issue and keep fiscal receipts for the
activities they carry out.
4. Present informative statements
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5. Issue evidence of perceptions and
retentions to their workers if they have
them.

f) Exploitation of a customs patent
g) Interest charged

Cumulative income

h) Exploitation of copyright

Individuals who are taxed in this regime who
receive income by business activity and based on
the Federal Fiscal Code in its article 16, includes
the following activities:

i) Returns
j) Profit derived from the alienation of
assets.

 Commercial

Income accumulation

 Industrial

For the purposes of this section, income is
considered to be cumulative at the moment in
which it is effectively received:

 Agricultural
 Livestock
 Fisheries
 Silvicultural
Based on the LISR establishes that they
are considered cumulative income per business
activity.
a) Conditions, withdrawals or remissions,
of debts related to the business activity or
professional service, as well as the
aforementioned debts that are not paid by
prescription.
b) Disposal of accounts and documents
receivable and of credit instruments
other than shares, related to the activities
referred to in this chapter.
c) Amounts recovered by guarantee
insurance or liabilities by third parties, in
the case of losses of taxpayer assets.
d) Alienation of works of art made by the
taxpayer.
e) Agents of credit institutions, insurance,
bonds or securities, by promoters of
securities of fund managers for
retirement.
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 Cash
 In goods
 In services
 Advances to deposits or any other
concept
 When they are received by check, on the
collection date of the same or when the
taxpayers transmit the checks to a third
party.
 When the interest of the creditor is
satisfied by any form of extinction of
obligations.
Authorized deductions
Individuals who obtain income from business
activities or professional services based on
Article 103 of the LISR, may make the following
deductions:
 Returns: that are received or the
discounts or bonuses that are made,
provided that the corresponding income
has been accumulated.
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 Procurement of goods: as well as raw
materials, semi-finished or finished
products, which they use to provide
services, to manufacture goods or to sell
them.
 Expenses
 Investments
 Paid interest
 Fees paid to the IMSS
 Payments for local tax.
Methodology
In the elaboration of this work, two types of
research were used:
Kind of investigation
 Qualitative Type: This research is a
method available in several academic
disciplines, traditionally in the social
sciences that is based on methodological
cuts based on theoretical principles,
which requires a deep understanding of
human behavior and the reasons that
govern it. This work has the purpose of
gathering knowledge in fiscal and
accounting discipline. The wharf service
owner mainly needs the resolution of the
problem of keeping an accounting in
time and form for the fulfillment of the
tax obligations for the payment of the
taxes.

 Quantitative type: This quantitative
research empirically represents systems
of
statistical,
mathematical
or
computerized techniques or models of
social phenomena or correlation between
variables, generalization and objectives
of the results through a sample proceeds
to the study that will design an
accounting system suitable for cash
control purposes covering the needs
adhering to the tax laws.
Level of research
Descriptive: Obtains as objective the
description of the phenomena to be investigated
of how is and the moment of the realization of
the study is manifested and it is observed using
as a descriptive method, looking for strategies to
specify the measures to be evaluated in the
aspects, dimensions or mechanisms, with the
purpose of obtaining a better design and
procedure that are part of the accounting-fiscal
discipline.
Documentary: Strictly speaking, the
objective of the documentary research is to
analyze the information systems that the
taxpayer has different problems..
Design
Transverse non-experimental design: This
research is one that is carried out without
manipulating variables, that is, it is a research
where we do not intentionally vary the
independent variables, this non-experimental
research is to observe phenomena as they occur
in their natural context, to analyze them as In this
information system the springs service situation
that is in a real situation is explained.
This proposal is to implement the
accounting-fiscal
and
administrative
information system, which will be known the
degree of improvement of the taxpayer's
situation.
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Software Development Methodology
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Abstract
Information technologies have advanced rapidly since the last years. Today it is not possible to imagine
the world without cell phones, computers, electronic tablets, etc. But these devices walk hand in hand
with accessible applications that facilitate a myriad of everyday activities. The relevance of the present
research lies in the use of these tools to promote tourist destinations. Previously, dissemination was based
on publications in newspapers, magazines, radio, television and other print media, and of course they are
still widely used, however, the use of social networks among most of the population, including those
People who considered themselves further away from them, now begin and learn easily its use. Therefore,
both private and governmental instances related to tourism, have begun to bet on generating promotion
strategies, dissemination and marketing through social networks. As a result, it was obtained that the
tourist destination of the State of Guanajuato with more followers on Facebook is Guanajuato capital and
on Twitter and Instagram is San Miguel de Allende, so it is important to analyze the strategies used by
them to get followers.
Tourist destination, social networks, promotion, marketing
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Introduction
The way in which tourists relate to their
destination has evolved over the years, and today
there is a need to have devices that allow access
to the internet where there are a variety of
options that inform on a country, city, product or
service and in this way, visitors have been
modifying their habits for the purchase of tourist
products and services. Due to the economic and
social impact of the tourism sector, it has been
absolutely essential to develop tools that allow
the presence of tourist destinations on the web
through specific sites and social networks. In this
way tourist destinations can find on the Internet
the ideal ally to break boundaries with reduced
costs of promotion and distribution through the
network (Bello Acebrón, Penelas, & Bellas ,
2009). The current generations are very
accustomed to make all kinds of reservations and
tourism through the internet, which leads to the
need for new forms of distribution and
innovation by the sector (De Gregorio, 2014).
Tourism is a social, cultural and
economic phenomenon related to the movement
of people to places that are outside their usual
place of residence for personal or business
reasons. These people are called visitors (who
can be tourists or hikers) who make a tourist
expense in the destination to visit (World
Tourism Organization, 2015). Tourism impacts
on the economy and the natural environment of
the local population of the places visited and in
this way stimulates their level of life, due to the
demand for goods and services that must be
produced in a certain measure and time of year,
depending on the profile of the destination in
question. For years, tourism activity has
experienced continuous growth and deep
diversification, becoming one of the fastest
growing economic sectors in the world,
contributing to 10% of the world's gross
domestic product, with one in every 11 jobs is
generated by this activity.
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For its part, technology is the main basis
to find all kinds of information desired and is
growing rapidly, being the easiest way to reach
something you want to find from locations,
people, purchases, sales and infinity of things.
Currently, there is a variety of social networks
which have a defined purpose. It is important to
understand that, in its origins, its main function
was to connect people, make them communicate
easier, and little by little they realized the
usefulness of being used as a means of
promotion and dissemination. That is why this
research analyzes the various social networks
used by the municipal tourism agencies of the
main destinations of the State of Guanajuato, in
charge of promoting tourist attractions and
events that position the respective city within the
tangible options for a visitor.
Justification
The relevance of this research lies in the link
between two topics that are revolutionizing the
world economy: tourism and social networks.
Both contribute to the growth and development
of a destination and its host community, which
is why a correct relationship between these
activities fosters a dual impulse, where the
promotion and marketing strategies used are
essential to guarantee positive results. Social
networks are a means of communication where
you interact with people around the world, and it
is also a very useful advertising medium to offer
any type of product or service that you want to
implement in the market. Tourism companies
such as hotels and food and beverage companies
must be constantly updated, that is, it is
recommended that they have a social network, in
which they can advertise and promote, with
attractive information such as photos of the
product or service they offer, dynamic or flashy
publications with which they can attract more
customers.
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This study focuses on the use of social
networks in the tourism sector that use the main
tourist destinations of the State of Guanajuato:
León, San Miguel de Allende, San José Iturbide,
Dolores Hidalgo, Celaya, Irapuato, Guanajuato
Capital.
Social networks today have given a great
benefit to society using them in a positive way
because thanks to them you can have access to
information such as photographs, videos, sales,
purchases, promotions, news and events that
happen every day. But it is also important to take
into account, the negative side or the misuse that
can be made of them, when they are used to
obtain personal information in order to harm
someone, or cyberbullying, challenges that can
cause death, among others.
Problem
The use of social networks, although for
purposes of general communication between
people, has become viral in the world, it is true
that, to obtain efficient results in terms of
promotion, well-planned strategies are required
depending on the type of audience to whom it is
addressed and the type of product or service that
is offered. For this research it is interesting to
know the standards of social networks used by
legally constituted organizations linked to
tourism. As is well known today, technology is
the main basis for finding the desired
information, but we must consider that some
companies are not updated and in many cases
their competence is inefficient since they are not
disclosed in a digital medium . Tourists are
guided through photographs, locations and
comments from other users, among other aspects
that can be found on pages to make a decision.

Proposal
The main tourist destinations of the State of
Guanajuato carry out promotion and
dissemination activities through social networks,
being the most used Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
Objectives
General Objective
To analyze the use of social networks most used
by tourist destinations in the State of
Guanajuato, taking into account their content,
structure, image and the various elements and
characteristics they possess, in order to visualize
the communication and marketing strategies
used in the same.
Specific Objectives
 To make a comparison of the promotion
and publicity strategies in social
networks used by the legally constituted
organisms of the main tourist
destinations of the State of Guanajuato
 To analyze the number of followers in
each social network used.
Theoretical framework
Social networks are made up of communities of
individuals that have the same interest in certain
activity, place, relationship, studies, among
others, and that allow them to be in contact by
exchanging information instantly. Taking
information from Flores Vivar (2009), there are
different types of social networks among which
these stand out:
- Generic social networks: They were or
are the most numerous and known, which have
the purpose of connecting people and now used
by companies to make themselves known among
already established and potential users
(MySpace, Facebook, Orkut, Flickr, You Tube,
Tuenti, Instagram, Google+ and Twitter).
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- Professional social networks: Its
members are labor related to each other. They
can be used to connect colleagues or to search
for work (eConozco, Ning, LinkedIn, Xing and
Viadeo)
The origin of social networks is quite
recent, it can be said that they arise in 1995 with
the creation of classmates.com, by the American
Randy Conrads. This social network sought to
reunite former schoolmates. Then, seeing that
the project was successful, new networks began
to emerge that sought to gather friends, and by
the year 2003 had already become popular sites
like LinkedIn and MySpace, with more specific
objectives (Porto, 2011).
Facebook
Facebook is a social network created by Mark
Zuckerberg while studying at Harvard
University. Its objective was to design a space in
which the students of said university could
exchange fluent communication and share
content easily through the Internet. His project
was so innovative that over time it was extended
to be available to any user of the network.
Facebook was founded in 2004, however, it took
a few years to make itself public and it was not
until 2007 that versions began to be developed in
Spanish, Portuguese, French, German and other
languages. In Facebook there are two types of
accounts: those of any ordinary user and the one
that companies can open. The first ones are
totally free and allow fluid communication
between real people; the latter serve to offer
products or services and maintain close contact
between companies and customers. At the same
time in the accounts of companies there are free
and paid versions, the latter offer more benefits,
allowing greater visibility to the relevant
company (Porto, definicion , 2010).
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Instagram
Instagram is an application that acts as a social
network since it allows its users to upload any
type of photos and videos, with the option of
applying various photographic effects, such as
filters, frames, thermal similarities, retro colors,
or vintage, to Share them not only on Instagram,
but on Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and Flickr.
Instagram serves to upload photos to the internet
and choose between having a public, or private
account (only for followers) or send the photo by
direct message to one or several people in
particular; In addition, it offers a section called
Instagram Stories whose duration is limited to
one day, and which allows you to publish short
photos and videos, to which you can apply
filters, texts and emoticons (Instituto Internacion
Español De Marketing Digital).
Twitter
Twitter is an online social network that allows
users to send and read short messages of 140
characters called "tweets". Registered users can
read and post tweets, but those who are not
registered can only read them. Twitter is a
platform that, due to its global, social and
synchronic nature, facilitates the rapid
circulation and multiplication of messages.
Hypertextual: literate environment in which
each message consists of links by default in
which the use of the at symbol and the hashtag
creates links automatically. Intuitive: application
concept and a web interface aimed at non-expert
users, based on simplicity and usability.
Asymmetric: optional relations (follow/be
followed), in which mutual consent between
users is not required (Instituto Internacional
Español De Marketing Digital). A hashtag is a
word that goes next to the symbol (#).
Depending on the country, this symbol can be
named as a numeral, pad and even cat. Hashtags
allow the user to create trends, differentiate,
highlight and group a specific word in this social
network. The hashtag consists in using labels to
be able to group them later.
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For example, if the user is looking on
Twitter for the latest news about video games,
you should do a simple search by typing
"videogames" into the Twitter search engine.
This will get a large number of results, but also
any tweet that includes that word, like someone
who comments "Video games with my friends.
This social network is also considered a news
medium. Users often look for what is happening
by using the hashtag (Instituto Internacional
Español De Marketing Digital).
ICTs and their importance for tourism
Considering that businesses or companies have
the common purpose of generating income, it is
necessary to create instruments that help them to
be more competitive and stand out from others
who have the same business model. Information
and communication technologies help tourism to
facilitate the dissemination of information about
their tourism products and services, in addition
to marketing them and providing their hiring
through the sale with images, comments from
other users, that is, putting the product so close
to consumers so they can experience it. ICTs also
reduce the cost of promotion and make the
company reach the most distant places in the
world.
Therefore, the information that exists in
the social networks or websites of tourist
businesses, can make the difference between
what a tourist can select. If poor information is
found or images are not displayed, it is likely that
the tourist feels unsafe to travel or use a certain
service. In the same way, consumers plan and
buy their vacations, knowing information about
flights, hotels, restaurants, tourist packages,
payment methods, etc., from the comfort of their
home or work (Carmona, 2015).
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Speaking of social networks and their
followers, it is important to take into account that
quality is more important than quantity, that is,
have active followers and really interested in the
destination, product or touristic service that is
offered. For this it is essential to identify three
stages. The recruitment of followers, here the
impact must be broad, beyond the target
audience with the purpose of a mass knowledge.
Subsequently, the selection of users, that is,
focusing exclusively on the segment for which
the product or service is made, detecting and
eliminating false users. Finally the retention of
those followers, through advertising and
marketing strategies, content that keeps them
interested and with which they perceive that they
obtain a benefit.
Cait Lamberton & Andrew T. Stephen
(2015) talk about an exploration of social
networks and mobile marketing of how, over the
course of 15 years, internet platforms have
revolutionized marketing in the ways of selling,
searching, learning and providing good service
to the client. They mention how the internet at
home has been increasing in recent years,
beginning with the development of social
networks such as Facebook and smartphones. A
person can make purchases through social
networks and publish it so that other people can
make positive or negative comments in which
marketing has to be very well used so that it
cannot give a bad image to the company. The
methodology they used was to analyze searches
from 2000 to 2015 of social networks, digital
marketing and mobile marketing in which they
used the EBSCO platform to identify relevant
information and considered articles from 2000
and 2015. They started in 2000 because that year
marketing began to be digital and they were
analyzing the evolution of how companies were
innovating more and more and going to the same
step in which technology was advancing so as
not to be left behind.
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It was in 2011 that the boom of social
networks took place, in which marketing began
to look for ways of communicating through
social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, etc.,
where they had to find the strategy to continue
marketing within these to be at the forefront
(Lamberton & Stephen, 2016).
Another article made in Spain (Berné
Manero, García González, García Uceda, &
Múgica Grijalba, 2012) deals with the modeling
of changes in the distribution system of the
tourism sector due to the incorporation of the
rapid development of ICT where tourism
companies have been making the most of it and
thus generating changes in the system that was
used. This research identifies three criteria for
these changes: the structure of the system, the
position of power of the operators and the
productive processes and products, tourist
services.
The World Tourism Organization
(WTO) plans for 2020 the automation of the
service as a standard and full access to
information and the exchange of information
from each one's domain. On the other hand, the
companies of the sector invest efforts directed to
the adaptation and originate processes of
integration and business concentration whose
objectives are to reduce costs, optimize
resources and eliminate competitors (Vogeler
and Hernández, cited in Berné Manero et al.,
2012).
An investigation carried out in
Guanajuato, Mexico, speaks of the relationship
between the use of ICTs and the innovation of
Mexican micro, small, and medium-size
enterprises (Cuevas Vargas, Aguilera Enríquez,
López Torres, & González Adame, 2015) where
confirmatory factor analysis under the maximum
likelihood method was used, counting on a
sample of 288 micro, small, and medium-size
enterprises which allows to demonstrate the
positive influence of ICTs.
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He mentions the importance of small and
medium-sized microenterprises in the country
since they generate employment and increase
income levels in most people and in Mexico they
are fundamental for the economy. For micro,
small, and medium-size enterprises, as
mentioned in the article, it is very difficult to
remain in the market since they have to be in
constant competition with companies already
established and recognized worldwide. For this
reason, for these companies to have a place in the
market it is essential to be in constant
innovation, from physical changes in the
products and even in the services. ICTs have the
potential to increase innovation since they favor
the creation of company networks, facilitate the
company-client
relationship,
reduce
geographical limitations and increase the
efficiency of communication. Innovation is a
critical or key factor for the survival or success
of a company, therefore it is a responsibility and
an obligation of the business managers. He
mentions how the current literature on ICTs is
based in highly developed countries and there is
no empirical evidence on developing countries
(Cuevas et al, 2015).
The research carried out was of an
explanatory, non-experimental and crosssectional type, with a quantitative approach
through the statistical technique of structural
equation modeling and using as a database the
Mexican Business Information System (2015) in
which they appreciate the state of Guanajuato a
total of 3056 industrial companies from 1 to 250
workers, therefore they applied surveys with a
level of confidence of 95% with a margin of
error of 5% to the managers or owners of the
micro, small, and medium -size enterprises of
the industrial sector of Guanajuato. They
obtained at the end a total of 288 valid surveys,
which represent the sample of the study.
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As a result of this research, they point out
that in the micro, small, and medium-size
industrial enterprises of Guanajuato, the ICTs
that they use the most are the exchange of
documents with suppliers, the execution of
orders with suppliers and the execution of
orders. with clients, which reflects different
types of innovation that have been made with the
exception of innovation in purchases, which
indicates that some micro, small, and mediumsize enterprises lack more care in ICTs. They
also confirm that the use of ICTs and innovation
are positively and significantly correlated
(Cuevas et al, 2015).
Another study is the one carried out in
2016 by Berta García Orosa and Xosé López
García where they mention social networks as
online distribution tools for the information
offer, in which they analyzed the main trends in
cybermedia innovation in Spain and Portugal
through social networks. The techniques used in
his research were two, the first an in-depth
interview with the media managers and the
second was an analysis of the contents of the
cybermedia pages. Trends indicate that social
networks are used in all stages of production but
mainly for distribution. They mention how the
continuous increase of employment in social
networks in society and in journalism opened
new important ways in which new audiences can
be captured (García Orosa & López García,
2016).
In 2013, 40 percent of American
journalists already indicated that social networks
were very important for their work and more
than a third recognized that they spent between
thirty and sixty minutes each day on social
networks (Willnat / Weaver, cited in López,
Toural and Rodríguez 2014).
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As mentioned by previous authors, social
networks became indispensable for advertising,
communication and even entertainment, but
even so for a company it is essential to consider
the use of networks since without them, it is a
step behind the competition, since nowadays
most companies have their social network where
they make publications so that the public is
aware of them (López, Toural, & Rodríguez,
2015). This article proposes an approach to the
use of social networks by digital communication
media from the perspective of innovation, in this
research the use of social networks in current
newspapers was also analyzed, traditions that
have a digital version in Spain and Portugal. As
a result they found that users of social networks
through different slides increased considerably
according to the latest reports. The increase of
users in social networks sparked interest in
different issuers who observe the role of this
medium, and the way in which they can grow
fast and become known through social networks
(López, Toural, & Rodríguez, 2015).
The study entitled "The research agenda
of tourism through quantitative analysis of social
networks" conducted by Rafael Merinero
Rodríguez (2015) investigated in Seville about
the literature that appeared in recent years in
scientific journals and books that have used
quantitative analysis of social networks for the
study of tourism. In which raises a proposal for
progress for the future tourism research agenda
from social networks. He mentions that for
tourism there is no single network concept, but
that there have been multiple approaches that
have been used, which leads to maintain that
there is a network perspective that is integrated
by different theoretical and methodological
proposals.
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There are four clearly differentiated ways
of applying the network perspective to the study
of tourism: the network as a metaphor for the
interrelationships between the different
components of the product or the tourist
destination; the factors that influence and
condition positively or negatively the existence
of interactions; the network as content in which
the relations between the different parts of the
analyzed tourism event are sustained; and fourth,
he finds interest in the components of the
network structure. But from the methodological
point of view these four different ways of
approaching the study of tourism have been
concretized in two fundamental approaches: the
qualitative approach and the quantitative
approach (Scott, Baggio and Cooper, cited in
Merinero, 2015). Merinero concentrated on the
second approach, in which through the
principles of matrix mathematics, characteristics
of relationship networks can be obtained to
address tourism. The fundamental objective of
this research was the analysis of social networks,
as well as the structure of the networks and the
links that take place between them. He used
different techniques to obtain information to get
related data between the elements that make up
the network to apply an analysis based on
algebra. As a result, Merinero obtained that
social networks have provided tourism with
great analytical advances in understanding the
phenomenon of tourism, and most of the
research work has had a clear analytical
orientation aimed at networks such as density,
centrality, intermediation and graphic analysis
(Merinero Rogríguez , 2015).
Social networks are platforms that
connect people from all over the world with
common affinities and these provide
information, they are one of the best paradigms
on the web, they are characterized by having a
dynamic exchange in people, groups,
institutions, and so on.
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In the field of information technology
they are used to create profiles, share
information, participate in social movements,
create publicity among many other things
(Marítnez Gutiérrez, 2010). The relationships
that are made by these means can be in different
ways that is to say they can go from friendship
relations to labor relations (Cabrera cited in
Martínez Gutiérrez, 2010).
An investigation carried out by the World
Youth
Student
Educational
Travel
Confederation indicates that 66% of young
travelers consult travel blogs to obtain
information (WYSE, 2014). The fact that more
than 80% of people who use blogs indicate that
criticism has some influence on their travel
decisions also demonstrates that bloggers and
websites of criticism are increasingly influential
in the travel market; these unbiased or paid
reviews indicate the places travelers should go to
be where they need to be.
This change towards the content that is
generated by the users took an important turn in
the organization of the travel practices because
not only the people who sell the trips can
comment, but also the people who make and
enjoy them, in which they comment the
experience they had. The result they found was
that the residents of Barcelona were convinced
of the benefits that tourism can leave in terms of
economic terms, they also agreed that tourism
would continue to grow only if it was of good
quality in which a more satisfying experience
could be enjoyed by the tourist.
Methodology
The methodological design for the present
investigation is qualitative descriptive, where it
is sought to analyze and detail the use of social
networks by the most important tourist
destinations of the State of Guanajuato.
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Research Type
In this research the descriptive study was used,
since the information found was not
manipulated, and the cross-sectional study in
which the information collected will be of a
certain date, makes use of the observation
method where the main social networks are
analyzed (Facebook, Instagram and Twitter),
which are used in seven tourist destinations in
the State of Guanajuato, which have Legally
Organized Organizations that work for tourism
promotion. Similarly, we seek to know how is
the interaction they have with their followers,
likewise the type of information they upload to
the network and how updated they are. It also
analyzes the type of advertising they use, if it is
striking, formal or informal, what is the response
of their followers, among other general aspects.

Destination

Facebook

Fans

Guana-juato

Guanajuato Me Conquista.

195,608

León

Ocv León

39,719

San Miguel
de Allende

San Miguel de Allende

31,244

San
José
Iturbide

San José Iturbide Consejo
Turístico

28,939

Celaya

Turismo Celaya

22,388

Irapuato

OCV Irapuato

22,182

Dolores
Hidalgo

Turismo en Dolores Hidalgo,
Guanajuato.

7,822

Table 1 Number of fans on Facebook. Source: Own
elaboration with observation on July 3 2017.
Destination

Results
Once the methodology has been applied, through
observation and description, it is possible to
analyze the image, impacts and results of the
social networks used by tourist destinations,
whose relationship between both variables has
already been explained. In this way, as shown in
Tables 1, 2 and 3, it is found that Guanajuato
Capital is the city with the largest number of
followers on Facebook and San Miguel de
Allende leads the baton on Twitter and
Instagram.

Twitter

Followers

@GtoMe
Guana-juato

Conquista

8,236

León

@ocvleon

9,531

San Miguel de
Allende

@turismo_sma

12,524

San
Iturbide

@IturbideTravel

1,147

Celaya

@TurismoCelaya

2,464

Irapuato

@OCVIrapuato

2,028

Dolores
Hidalgo

@DoloresHgoGto

642

José

Table 2 Number of Followers on Twitter. Source: Own
elaboration with observation on July 3 2017
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Destination

Instagram

Fans

Guana-juato

@gtomeconquista

1,899

León

@ocvleon

95

San Miguel
de Allende

@turismosma

5,375

San
José
Iturbide

@IturbideTravel

1,897

Celaya

@ turismocelaya

597

Irapuato

@irapuato_gto

652

Dolores
Hidalgo

@doloreshidalgotur

85

Irapuato

His publications are promotion of tourist
places and attractions, upload images of
the city, is not very dynamic and
somewhat repetitive, therefore generates
little interaction.

It focuses on providing information about
cultural events, the MICE segment,
advertising in restaurants, bars, tourist
places, etc. What stands out most is that it
shares events but in a non-periodic way.

Celaya

His publications are about events, tourist
and union sites, upload images of the city,
try to be dynamic but don’t achieve a high
interaction.

Table 3 Number of Followers on Instagram. Source: Own
elaboration with observation on July 3 2017.

Regarding the promotion strategies used
for Facebook and Twitter, the following was
found:

Shows announcements of campaigns for
care of the environment, they promote the
city through attractive images of tourist
places, they invite to the different cultural
events or shows that will visit the city.

León
It is always constantly updated, its
publications are about congresses that are
offered inside and outside the State, they
promote and invite cultural events, and
advertise the services or products that are
made in that city, although it does not
have many comments within your posts,
they give an answer to each of them.

San Miguel de Allende
Report on awards received, events
attended by the staff of the Tourist Board
or those to be held in the city, promote
tourist destinations, also upload photos of
the heritage city with artists or a celebrity
who visits, their posts do not reach a large
number of likes are usually not very
commented but if they are shared.

As in Facebook is a page where they
publish about congresses, cultural events,
promotions and services offered in that
municipality.

Upload attractive photos of the heritage
city, invite visitors to attend its
distinguished restaurants and tourist
events, as well as communicate new
recognitions or news from the
municipality.

Guanajuato

He publishes daily, on cultural events,
images of the municipality, attractive
stories, videos, invite to visit the city,
adding very attractive photos, his
publications are highly commented and
highly shared.
His publications are constant and are
based on inviting tourists to visit the city.
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San José Iturbide

They upload images of their tourist
attractions and of the visitors that arrive to
the place, likewise they invite to taste their
gastronomy and their experiences of
adventure tourism.
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Share publications of adventure activities
you can do in the village, reflective
images and attractive images of this place,
where tourists are invited to attend.

Dolores Hidalgo

Its publications are of invitations to all
kinds
of
events,
inaugurations,
photographs of the city that are attractive
for tourists, they upload photographs of
visitors, upload promotions and dynamics
of restaurants and bars.
Their publications are of images of the
same magical town and like Facebook
they make invitations to the different
events that there are, as well as to the
restaurants and bars that exist in the place.

Table 4 Promotional strategies in social networks of the
tourist destinations of the State of Guanajuato. Source:
Own elaboration with observation from June 1 to July 4
2017.

Regarding Instagram, it can be said that
the destinations use this network to upload
photographs of each city, reinforcing the
promotion of the most important attractions, or
of those that you want to start positioning.
Conclusions
After carrying out an exhaustive literary review
and the application of a descriptive study, as can
be seen in the results, in the social networks of
the Legally Constituted Organizations (CVOs,
Committees and Municipal Tourist Councils) of
the main destinations of the State of Guanajuato,
two general types of promotion: one focused on
the city itself and another related to the providers
of tourism services, such as hotels, restaurants,
craftsmen, tour operators, among others. In San
José Iturbide for example, the Tourist Board,
through
social
networks,
disseminates
ecotourism events and parks, communicating a
youthful and fresh image for travelers who love
adventure.
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Also in general, the destinations make
use of content marketing by making known
things that sometimes their own inhabitants did
not know existed in their city, such as species or
mammals that live in their parks, historical facts,
among others. Another example is Dolores
Hidalgo, whose Tourism Committee is different,
it is a less intense promotion of its members (in
comparison to San José Iturbide) giving more
play to the destination itself and to tourist
activities, most of them cultural like museums
and the tourist hostel, also passing through the
fields of lavender and vineyards. They also
promote the events they have, from the Vintages
(Wine Festival), National Holidays, Night
Tours, etc. In the Dolores network,
communication is a bit more serious, a brand
more focused on culture and gastronomy, to
highlight the richness of being a magical town in
Mexico and the one with the most history. To
achieve positioning in the state strategy, some
destinations
use
the
hashtag
#DescubreGuanajuato or simply #Guanajuato
and sometimes also the national of the CTPM
(Council of Tourism Promotion of Mexico)
#ViajemosTodosPorMexico. There are less
impacts on the networks of Celaya and Irapuato,
this is because their publications are not
periodic, may take three or five days before
making another posting, in addition to focusing
more on events of the destination, some
unionized but few striking experiences for
tourists.
In the social networks of the Convention
and Visitors Bureau of León there is a trend
towards events of that style (conventions and
conferences called the MICE segment), keeping
followers up to date on the events they attend,
those held in the city, commenting on the results
of the work done in the destination to capture
events or apply as headquarters, the promotion
of the destination itself is less, many
photographs of the municipality or its attractions
are not published, nor to private businesses,
except the Poliforum Lion.
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In the case of the Tourist Council of San
Miguel de Allende, on some occasions it also
focuses on reporting news of events, but
combines this information with images of the
destination. It is observed that the hashtag that it
uses is its own, that is, it almost does not add to
those established by the state. In the case of
Guanajuato capital, a World Heritage city (like
San Miguel de Allende) exploits the destination
to the maximum, posting many photographs,
always talking about the city and taking care of
the contents through videos, curious facts, little
places explored by tourists and experiences that
can only be lived in Guanajuato Capital.
To conclude, it is important to point out
that beyond the number of followers that you
have in social networks, the important thing is
the percentage of those followers that really
correspond to the target market of the product or
service that is offered. Basic measures should be
taken to attract and retain followers, such as the
language used, which must be simple and easy
to understand, spelling is essential and will speak
for itself of the destination that is offered. In the
same way, the content, once the followers are
attracted, must be posted in a way that captures
their attention, that is something interesting and
above all useful for the user. Obviously, the
segment to whom the destination is directed, the
activity or the attractiveness that is spreading
must be taken into account. Before posting, you
should know your objective, if it is the
interaction, if it is looking for likes or sharing the
information. It is important to maintain an active
participation with updated publications, but
always avoid saturation of the target audience,
that is, be constant and varied. Finally, the
interaction is fundamental, when users comment
or ask questions, and receive an answer or a
liking to their comment, their sense of
importance is fostered, creating a link or
attachment to the network.
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That is why business and tourism
destinations should be trained in the use of this
great tool of dissemination that is the social
network, so that it can be used competitively.
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Abstract
In the resolution A/RES/71/279 of the ONU(2017), she established the day of the microbusiness and the
small and medium business, this resolution invite to reflect over theirs. The business diagnostic must be
a practice daily and systematic, it must reflect the abilities of an organization and the areas of opportunity
what should to be to heed, the microbusiness don`t escape to a diagnostic. The objective in this
investigation is described to the microbusiness commercial in Huancayo (Peru) and Huejotzingo
(México). The microbusiness represents the 99% over the total the business in Latin America,
information that reveals the importance in the structure management, according with the CEPAL (2017).
In Huancayo obtained a 64% percentage for the area`s administration, in Huejotzingo was 56%. The
standard was the efficiency, the maximum 100%. For this reason it was necessary do an auto evaluation
in microbusiness following an interview where quantitative information. A conclusion important is that
exist a similarity between microbusiness of these two regions, and it`s very important do works planes
specifics for revert the opportunity areas in strength.
Business diagnostic, microbusiness, efficiency
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Introduction
The business diagnosis must be a daily and
systemic practice, it reflects the capacities of an
organization and the areas of opportunity that
must be addressed, for this reason it is vital to
describe
the
Peruvian
and
Mexican
microenterprises,
similar
management
indicators are shared and they are also of great
relevance for our Latin American identity. The
present investigation was conducted in
Huancayo, Peru and Huejotzingo, Mexico; An
instrument was applied to obtain field data from
real and relevant micro-companies from the
aforementioned regions, and they were also
willing to participate in the project.
Huejotzingo is a municipality of the state
of Puebla of the Mexican United States, in which
important industrial parks are found and coexist
with different microenterprises. At the
population level it has 73,771 people, of which
48.4% are men, 51.6% are women. It represents
0.5% of the state territory and a population
density of 426.5 inhabitants / km2, according to
INEGI (2016).
Huancayo, Peru is located within the
Mantaro Valley. It is the capital of the
department of Junín. It has a territorial extension
of 3,597 km2. According to the 2005 census it
amounts to 448 355 inhabitants, of which 48.5%
are men and 51.5% are women. At the district
level, the highest concentration of the population
is found in the districts of Huancayo, 28.8%.
Justification
In 2015, microenterprises in Mexico represented
98%, according to data from the National
Institute of Statistics and Geography of Mexico
(INEGI). This same organization (2016), states
that 65% of microenterprises do not monitor
performance indicators.
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Microenterprises (mipes) are a trigger
factor for Latin American economies, according
to the UN (2017) in this sense, it is necessary to
sensitize micro-entrepreneurs about their effects,
therefore the present study will present the
results of their functional areas, which will allow
to know with greater accuracy the situation that
Peruvian and Mexican companies keep and to
have greater clarity in their areas of opportunity.
At the same time, this world body invites to
generate research on the subject, for that reason
this study is carried out and tries to respond to
the international call, in the resolution A / RES /
71/279 of the UN.
Problem
Efficiency in a microenterprise is vital for
making decisions, its quantification should be a
continuous and systemic practice, with the
objective of taking actions that help its daily
operations in the short, medium and long term.
Microenterprises require business diagnoses that
allow them to plan according to their objectives,
the lack of them can lead to inefficiency. The
resources that microenterprises have must be
maximized and applied in the generation of
products and services with a high value
perceived by customers. Business diagnostics
allow you to understand how the company works
with a comprehensive vision.
According
to
the
Innovative
Development Program, it is stated that there has
been a decrease in the productivity of
microenterprises at a rate of 6.5% per year since
1999, which indicates the need to carry out
business diagnoses that identify the areas of
opportunity to develop work plans. to generate
business skills, according to the PDI (Innovative
Development Program 2013).
According to the study conducted by
Ortega, Muñoz, Jimenez and Carbajal (2016) the
main concerns of the micro and small business
in Huejotzingo are: the fall in sales, insecurity,
purchases, tax payments and competition.
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Hypothesis
La eficiencia en empresas comerciales es
superior al 50% al evaluar sus áreas funcionales.
Objectives
General Objective
Describe
the
profile
of
commercial
microenterprises of Huancayo (Perú) and
Huejotzingo (México).
Specific Objective
 Identify the similarities, differences and
patterns of commercial microbusinesses
in Huancayo (Perú) and Huejotzingo
(México).
Theoretical framework
In 2003, Domínguez expressed that micro and
small businesses are predominant in the Mexican
economy, with the characteristic of generating
little added value, although there are very clear
success stories. Productivity, on the other hand,
is an area of opportunity, there is a gap with the
productive sector of the large company,
Domínguez (2003). Furthermore the author
confirms the existence of a number of factors
that lead to weaknesses the MIPES, within
concerns are access to finance, productive chain,
domestic market with little growth, lack of
technological culture and the most serious
environmental performance. These factors allow
us to have an overview of the behavior of the
mypes, the study carried out will allow to ratify
or see the progress in some of the key success
factors mentioned above.
The functional areas of a company allow
to see the microenterprise with a systemic and
integral perspective, where each of them
generates value and capabilities that will be
reflected in a product or service.
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According to Koontz, Weihrich &
Cannice (2010), it is theorized that management
is a process that allows to design and maintain
an environment in which individuals work in
groups to meet defined goals. Production is
understood as the one in charge of
manufacturing, buying, storing, transporting
until the product is in the hands of the buyer.
Sales allow designing strategies to provide
products or services to customers and encourage
them. The integration of personnel is understood
as the process of covering and keeping covered
the positions of the structure of a company,
where there are several stages such as
recruitment, selection, induction, training, career
plan, among others. With the aforementioned
authors, efficiency is conceptualized as reaching
the ends with the minimum of resources.
According to Franklin (2012), the
diagnosis allows to approach the situation that
the organization keeps, being able to find causes
and effects that impact the whole company,
making use of criteria that allow to find
information. Likewise, the diagnosis allows
approaching the situation that the organization
keeps, being able to find causes and effects that
impact the whole company, making use of
criteria that allow finding information. At the
same time it allows to find facts and
circumstances that will be translated into
concrete information. What leads to a global
framework of analysis and its result will allow a
systemic analysis.
It is important to understand, the
comparative case study according to Goodrick
(2014) helps to understand and explain the
influence of a knowledge on a particular
problem, to explain a context, with the aim of
reaching an expected result. In our case in
particular,
the
functional
areas
of
microenterprises of two commercial regions,
where efficiency is the objective pursued. This
type of studies involves analysis and synthesis to
identify similarities, differences and possible
patterns in the data.
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On the other hand, ECLAC (2017) states
that microenterprises account for 99% of all
businesses in Latin America, and provide 67%
of employment to workers, thus the relevance
and importance of their effects is demonstrated
the region. It is worth mentioning the existence
of a heterogeneous reality, given that they attend
different routes and participate in informality
and formality, from companies with basic
productive capacities to innovative capacity.
An author who raises principles for
competitiveness is Alvarez (20017), establishes
the need to have documented the strategic
guidelines, their objectives, goals, indicators and
improvement projects, elements that must be
present in the companies, the present study will
seek to describe what happens with them, given
that it is necessary to know the areas of
opportunity of the micro company. Following
with this author requires methodologies for
strategic, operational and financial planning. A
principle of relevance is the need to self-evaluate
in order to have feedback from customers, in
order to know their competitive position. The
organizational structure must be clearly defined,
in its hierarchical levels and in its required
personnel. On the other hand, it is vital that their
processes in their functional areas must be
documented to know the results with which they
contribute, and it also raises the concept of
sustainability, which visualizes it in relation to
the economy, the social part and in relationship
to the environment. Therefore, entrepreneurs
will be asked about the topics discussed above,
as it will allow to describe micro-enterprises in
their different functional areas.

The design of the research is to make use
of case studies; the research method was
descriptive; the instrument used for data
collection was the interview script.
Type of Research
In Huejotzingo, Mexico, 21 representative
microenterprises of the region were taken, they
were visited in their facilities by students of the
Universidad Tecnológica de Huejotzingo. In
Huancayo, Peru, 24 microenterprises were
visited, with the participation of students from
the Continental University, in both cases were
organizations that gave their permission to
participate in the comparative case study. The
students in question share their professional
training in business administration and
competences of the career. The data will be
analyzed with basic descriptive statistics, in
order to make a construct, to start building a
pattern that allows finding similarities and
differences in their functional areas, to propose
business solutions and improve the environment.
Results
Administration
As it was defined, the administration allows to
reach defined goals, for it is necessary to develop
structures that allow to achieve objectives. The
basic elements that must exist in the
microenterprises are those described below, the
results obtained are shown in graph 1, where,
based on efficiency, it is represented.

Methodology
The research model is to make use of the
qualitative paradigm, aimed at describing the
situation of micro-enterprises in two regions,
Huancayo and Huejotzingo. The interpretive
approach will be used to understand the business
reality.
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Administration
1.1
Estructura
Organizaci
onal

1.5
Desarrollo
Sustentable

1.2
Planeación
Estratégica

Administration

Ideal

Huancayo

Huejotzingo

1.1
Organizational
structure

100%

64%

55%

1.2
Strategic
100%
Planning

66%

57%

100%

69%

62%

100%

62%

49%

1.5 Sustainable
100%
development

58%

59%

Functional area
100%
qualification

64%

56%

1.3
Decision making
1.4

1.4
Políticas y
Procedimie
ntos

Ideal

Huancayo

1.3 Toma
de
Decisiones

Huejotzingo

Figure 1 Administration.
Source: Own elaboration with field data obtained from
January to April 2017

The data obtained show an area of
opportunity in the analyzed microenterprises, in
particular in Huancayo sustainable development
requires attention by students, teachers and
universities to transfer knowledge, skills and
attitudes necessary to achieve the concept. On
the other hand, in Huejotzingo it is important to
help the business context to define work
guidelines and norms that guide the activity of
people, given that 49% efficiency was obtained.
The general data are in table 1. The general
qualification of the functional area in Huancayo
is 64% and in Huejotzingo it is 56%.
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Politics
procedures

and

Table 1 Administration.
Source: Own elaboration with field data obtained from
January to April 2017

The data with lower qualifications, must
be taken care of, it is necessary to develop an
awareness campaign about the issues in both
regions. On the other hand, the pattern obtained
in both microenterprises is similar, that is, being
such distant regions require administrative
theory to reverse their weaknesses. It is here,
where the relevance of studying and training
students to contribute to economic development.
Marketing
Marketing requires the design of courses of
action to attract customers, so basic elements
such as sales behavior, customers, competition
and market strategies were analyzed. Figure 2
shows the data obtained, surprising that the
graph is almost similar, where the case study
represents the similarity between microenterprises.
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Marketing

Marketing

Ideal

Huancayo

Huejotzingo

100%

73%

75%

100%

75%

72%

100%

63%

68%

100%

47%

44%

64%

65%

2.1

2.1
Comportami
ento de las
ventas

Sales behavior
2.2
Clients
2.3 Competition

2.4
Estrategia de
mercado

2.2 Clientes
2.4
Market strategy
Functional area qualification

2.3
Competencia

Ideal

Huancayo

Table 2 Marketing.

Huejotzingo

Figure 2 Marketing
Source: Own elaboration with field data obtained from
January to April 2017

The pattern generated is very similar
between the micro-enterprises of Huancayo and
Huejotzingo, this reflects that they share
marketing skills and at the same time it is
necessary to reinforce priority areas.
The priority area is market strategy given
that a value of 47% was obtained in Huancayo
and in Huejotzingo 44%, which denotes an area
of opportunity that must be addressed and
converted into a strength of the microenterprises.
The data obtained in a general way for Huancayo
are 64% and Huejotzingo are 65%, being very
similar values as a general average. The data
obtained can be found in table 2.
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Source: Own elaboration with field data obtained from
January to April 2017

While it is true that competition and
market strategy are the lowest values of this
analysis, the importance of them lies in the
success of the organization, since all the
elements are necessary for a strategy, the
elements analyzed should be embodied in a kind
of "guide", which will allow the competition
point to be fought in a parallel way, so it is
necessary
to
make
the
commercial
microbusinesses of Huancayo and Huejotzingo
aware of the importance of having market
strategies.
In previous studies, the drop in sales was
a concern in microentrepreneurs, the information
obtained reflects that this trend has not been
reversed in Huejotzingo.
Production
The functional area of production or service is
vital for the microenterprises since it allows
generating value that the client perceives, for the
present study it is important to describe the costs,
inventories,
technology,
quality
and
environmental control as elements that are in
combination with other areas functional Figure 3
shows the data obtained, again there are
similarities between the analyzed regions.
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Production
4.1 Costos

4.5 Control
Ambiental

4.2
Inventarios

4.3
Tecnología

4.4 Calidad

Production

Ideal

Huancayo Huejotzingo

4.1 Costs

100%

60%

76%

4.2 Inventories

100%

47%

46%

4.3 Technology

100%

64%

54%

4.4 Quality

100%

62%

55%

4.5 Environmental
control
100%

51%

45%

Functional
qualification

57%

55%

area

Tabla 3 Production.
Source: Own elaboration with field data obtained from
January to April 2017

Ideal

Huancayo

Huejotzingo

Figure 3Producción.
Source: Own elaboration with field data obtained from
January to April 2017

The general average of Huancayo is 57%
depending on the efficiency, in Huejotzingo it is
55%, which makes them close results and at the
same time denote areas of opportunity for the
career of Administration, it is necessary to
prepare the business context on the efficient
management of inventories, environmental
control and quality. It requires actions that
detonate these variables to turn them into
strengths. The environmental control is the one
that obtains the lowest value in Huejotzingo, it
must be attended primarily with dissemination
campaigns, conferences, operation manuals,
workshops, training among others. See table 3.
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The qualification of the functional area of
production as average is the lowest value
obtained in the present investigation in
Huancayo, this makes necessary the
implementation of specialized plans and
programs to achieve a productivity maximizing
the resources that are available in the
organization. Constant training in this area
should generate positive results.
The comparative case study allows to
find patterns, both regions present a similar
figure, with close parameters, which infers a
similar business culture in both regions and
forces to redouble academic efforts to contribute
to efficiency.
Human Resources
Human resources is the element that gives life to
other functional areas and that should be seen as
a continuous process with defined stages that
seek to maximize the capabilities of human
talent,
therefore
recruitment,
training,
permanence and situation are vital and basic
elements that must be monitored in
microenterprises. The data obtained are shown
in Figure 4.
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The pattern obtained for both regions
maintains some similar relationships, the data
that draws attention is the recruitment and
selection as a stage of the process, where data are
close 49% and 45% respectively.

Human Resources
5.1
Recluta
miento y
selección

5.4
Situación
laboral

5.2
Capacita
ción

5.3
Permane
ncia

Ideal

Huancayo

Huejotzingo

Figure 4 Human Resources.
Source: Own elaboration with field data obtained from
January to April 2017

The data found are in table 4, the average
reflects a better management of human resources
in Huancayo with 63%, as opposed to 48% in
Huejotzingo, this reflects the need to intensify
the actions carried out in the context of
Huejotzingo. The value that allows to infer in
actions with a high priority is the recruitment and
selection in Huancayo, this requires business
training. At the same time it is required in
Huejotzingo of plans and training programs
accompanied by a business awareness.
Human Resources

Ideal

Huancayo

Huejotzingo

5.1 Recruitment and selection

100%

49%

45%

5.2 Training

100%

62%

39%

5.3 Permanence

100%

61%

50%

5.4 Employment situation

100%

79%

57%

63%

48%

Functional area qualification

Tabla 4 Recursos Humanos.
Source: Own elaboration with field data obtained from
January to April 2017
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Undoubtedly human resources, it is the
lowest score for Huejotzingo in this study, and
the second lowest for Huancayo; and specifically
in recruitment and selection and training, which
indicates that companies have put little interest
in workers and have not had an adequate process,
so it is important to reinforce from the will to be
able to meet performance objectives in this area.
And to contribute to the professionalization of
these functional areas and looking for the
efficiency of their resources, there are different
means with which the university can help from
conferences, business awareness, integral
projects, students-university-entrepreneurs.
Conclusions
The objective of the investigation was fulfilled
when presenting the descriptive results of the
situation reflected by the micro-enterprises of
Huancayo and Huejotzingo. At the same time it
was possible to find similarities, differences and
certain patterns in the functional areas of the
organizations. The hypothesis is affirmative, for
the case of Huancayo (Peru) it was 62% and for
Huejotzingo 56%, on a scale of one to one
hundred percent and definitely reflect an area of
opportunity that must be served by students,
university and government. These data are not
decisive and it is considered necessary to
continue doing research that allows us to
approach with greater certainty. The data are not
generalizable, but they provide facts and real
data of the dynamic reality.
The environment is an opportunity area
in both regions which must be attended by all the
actors.
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A relevant conclusion is that there is a
certain similarity between the micro-enterprises
of these two regions and that they require
specific work plans to reverse the areas of
opportunity. The administrative theory must
help and contribute to the harmonic and systemic
development of the analyzed regions, that is,
comprehensive interventions with a clear vision.
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